Introduction
A Frdchet space is non-distinguished, if its strong dual is not a barreled or bornological locally convex space. The existence of such F!6chet spaces has been well-known for a long time; in this paper we shall use the non-distinguished space constructed by Köthe and Grothendieck, see [K1] , 31.7. Our first main result is the following: Given a Köthe echelon space ) of order 1 we can find a Frdchet-Montel (in short (FM)-) space .t' such that ) is isomorphic to a complemented subspace of the projective tensor product F'ä*F. Using, for example, the Köthe-Grothendieck example mentioned above we see that ,1lÖ,;r can be chosen non-distinguished. This result answers a question of Bierstedt and Bonet in [BB] , Section 1.5. It also gives a new counterexample to Grothendieck's question, whether the projective tensor product oftwo distinguished Fr6chet spaces is again distinguished. However, this question was already solved by S. Dierolf, see [D] .
The rest of this paper is devoted to the study of the Frdchet space c(R) n rl(R) of continuous, tr1-integrable real functions on the real line. It seems that this simply definable and concrete space is quite complicated and pathological from the TVS-theoretical point of view. In section 3 we shall show that c(R) n rr (R) is not distinguished and in Section 4 we shall study the projective tensor product of c(R) n rl(R) and c(0,1). we shall present a condition concerning finite dimensional Banach spaces, the validity of which would imply that this tensor product does not have property (BB) of [T2] .
Let (ap*)f;,*:1 be the Köthe matrix of ), i.e., we assume that the topology of ) is determined by the seminorms 6 ll("-)ll* ,: I ak*ln,.l.
we assume that 0 l ak^ 3 a*+t,*r"r;; and rn and that for each rn there is an ap* f 0.
We define the finite dimensional vector spaces Mn, En, Nn, N1, and ,4r, and the norm p as in [T2] , Section 3. We replace the norms (p*l A") of [T2] [T2] . By [T2] , there are constants Cx ) 0 such that (2.6) ia@rspz)(2") S (pr 8 p*)(2") < C* for all k a^nd n. We can consider the tensors zn as elements of. F&*F in the natural way. By comparing the definitions of py, and f7, we get a*n(p*8px)(r") :
(p* e p*)(2,). Hence, (2.6) implies (2.7) loo*< (fr*@frx)(2") l Cnoxn for all n and k.
The equality (2.5) shows that (2.8) for all scalar sequences (o") with only a finite number of non-zero elements.
Let-(e")p, be the natural basis of ). We define the linear mapping t[ fiorn ) into .t'Ö"F by ,bG") -zn. Proof. We take the Köthe-Grothendieck non-distinguished space for ) in the previous theorem.
Bierstedt and Bonet ask in [BB] , Section L.5., if the projective tensor product of two F!6chet spaces .E and F with Heinrich's density condition (for definition, see [BB] ) also satisfies the density condition. By Corollary 1.3.(2) of [BB] , every Frdchet space with the density condition is distinguished. On the other hand, all (FM)-spaces satisfy the density condition, see [BB] , Section 1. This corollary is also a partial answer to Question 13.11.3 in [PB] .
It should be noted that, as a consequence of the preceding constructions, the projective tensor product of (FM)-spaces need not always be reflexive.
3. On the space C(R) n rr(R)
Counterexamples to problems concerning topological vector spaces are often obtained by very abstract constructions. However, there exist also more concrete spaces (occurring in analysis), the structure of which is non-trivial from the TVStheoretical point of view: for example, in this section we study the function space C(R) n rr(R). We shall show that this space is not distinguished; hence, finding a satisfactory topology in the dual of the space is diflftcult. The completeness of this space can be verified by considering it as a subspace of .Ltf"(R) of locally integrable functions on the real line.
We shall now define the subspace ) of C(R) n rr(R), the structure of which resembles that of the Köthe-Grothendieck non-distinguished space mentioned in Finally, for all n,m € N we denote en*(r) : l^(* -n * 1) and we define )
as the closed linear span of (en*)n,*e17y . We shall show that P is in fact a "orrtirrro*lrojection from -E into ). 1o. We check first that Pf is a continuous function R -r R for all
The continuity is clear everywhere else except in the points x:0,1.,2r3r.
in these points the continuity follows from the facts that 1""^@)l ( 1 fo n and rn and that J*(i r",*d*) (i "r-a') -' : o for all n and continuous /;see the properties 3o and 4o of the functions 2o. We show that P has the other required properties. Lel k ) 7 f e E with p7,(/) ( 1. 4. On the projective tensor product of C(R) n rr(R) and C(0,1)
In this section we shall study the question whether the space (ctR) n L{R))E,c(0, 1) has propertv (BB) ;=1 n**!tp-l) Hence, llQ"*ll ( 2 in the space L ((E,po) It is clear that this approach to "probl6me des topologies" in the case of (C(R) n Ir(R))8"C(0, 1) is not the only possible. However, it really seems to the author that the methods of [T3] cannot be applied here to get a positive answer.
Other interesting ,pu,"". fråm this point of view would be (C(R) n fr(R)) &,X, where X is an arbitrary f,oo-space, the tensor product of C(R) n'l(R) with itself, (C(n) nre(R))Sotro, where 1 ( p < oo and llp+7ls: 1 etc.
:-i e;E e;€ Ri:1 forall n)m €N)rrt a tn, )n.
